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Taming theSewingMachine 


YOU SUDDENLY HAVE AN URGE to sew, have access to a 
machine, but don't know where to begin. The best 

place to start is with the sewing machine itself. Refer to 
the machine's instruction manual to learn correct 
threading sequence. Without the right sequence on top 
thread and bobbin you will not be sewing, you'll be 
swearing. 

To eliminate referring to the manual each time, 
number adhesive dots and place them on the machine 
near the gUides (1). This will prevent you from missing 
a thread guide or using it out oforder. Somewhere near 
the bobbin case, draw the bobbin on an adhesive dot and 
mark thread direction as it goes into the bobbin case. 

STITCHES ARE FORMED by interlocking the top thread 
and the bottom thread, wound on a bobbin. Consult the 
manual for bobbin winding. After the bobbin is filled 
with thread from the spool, the bobbin is inserted in the 
bobbin case located in the bed of the machine. In your 
manual, carefully note the direction the thread comes off 
the bobbin as it is inserted into the bobbin case. Inserting 
the bobbin into the case incorrectly results in knots on 
the underside of the fabric. Incorrect top threading 
results in frequent top thread breakage or inability to 
form stitches (2). 

Before the machine is capable of sewing, the bobbin 
thread must be brought to the surface of the machine 
bed. To accomplish this, hold onto the end of the top 
thread and turn the fly wheel one full turn toward you. 
The needle and top thread will go down into the bobbin 
case and pull up the bobbin thread.... 
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+-- Taming the Sewing Machine continuedfrom prEvious page 

Before sewing, pull the top thread as it comes out 
through the needle through the toes of the presser foot 
toward the back of the machine. Pull the bobbin thread 
toward the back as well. 

Ifyou are unfamiliar with the term presser foot, consult 
the picture ofthe machine in the manual for presser foot 
location (3). To insert fabric for sewing or remove fabriC 
from sewing, the presser foot must be in the up position. 
Mter the fabric is inserted, lower the presser foot to keep 
the fabric in place. 

Draw a few curves and angular lines on a piece of 
fabric (4). You can learn how to control the machine and 
manipulate the fabric by sewing over the lines. Lift the 
presser foot to insert fabric. Lower the presser foot to hold 
fabric in place. 

Begin sewing, experimenting with speed. guiding the 
fabriC as you sew, attempting to stay on the line you drew. 
To turn a corner, turn the needle into the fabric by turn
ing the fly wheel (on the side of the machine) by hand. 

Leave the needle in the fabric, lift up the presser foot and 
pivot the fabric. 

A MAGNETIC SEAM GUIDE purchased in a notions depart
ment or masking tape on your machine can help con
Siderably in sewing a consistent %/1 seam. Raw edges of 
seam are pushed against the guide resulting in consistent 
seam allowance (5). Don't rely on your "eye"; it will usually 
be about ik/l off. This inaccuracy results in pieces that do 
not fit together. 

Position your seam guide or a piece ofmasking tape %" 
to the right of the needle. Seam allowances are always %" 
unless pattern indicates otherwise. Place two pieces of 
fabric together, matching raw edges. Sew a %" seam. 
Experiment with machine speed, fabric control and stitch 
length. The longest stitch is used for basting, tile medium 
stitch for seams and the shortest stitch for reinlOrcement. 
Once you master fabric control, speed and seam width, 
you are able to start on your first project. • 
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Jeans- Hemand Taper 


ERY FEW INDIVIDUALS are happy with a pair ofjeansVoff the rack: either the leg is too wide or the jeans are 
too long. maybe both. Even the novice can aiter both 
length and width with only the knowledge ofoperating 
a sewing machine. (See pages 2-3.) 

The most accurate way to determine the new length is 
to compare the new jeans with a pair of old jeans that are 
the correct length. Rather than comparing them at the 
side seam. compare them at the inner leg seam. Most 
well-fitting jeans are approximately the same length 
from crotch to hem. Measure your old pants from crotch 
to hem and use the measurement for your new hem 
length (l). 

To GIVE A NICE FINISH to the bottom ofjeans. the hem is 
rolled twice. Therefore. before cutting excess length from 
the new pair. 1 %," must be allowed for a double-rolled 
hem. Using a chalk mark (signifying desired finished 
length) on your new jeans. make a second chalk mark 
1%," toward the bottom of the leg. Measure the distance 
of the new chalk mark from the bottom ofthe pant. This 
amount signifies the amount you will need to cut off the 
new pants before hemming. Using the bottom ofthe pant 
as a reference point. measure up the leg and mark with 
chalk. the amount you have determined needs to be cut 

off(2). Ifyou are careful to line up pant bl>ttoms on front 
and back leg. you can usually cut off theexcess through 
two fabric thicknesses. 

Ifyou would prefer the leg narrower. new is the time to 
do it, before the hem is sewn. Ifyou look Gt the inner and 
outer leg seams you will notice that fie outer leg ... 
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+- Jeans- Hem and Taper conttnuedfrom preuious page 

seam is sewn with double stitching. Therefore, leg taper
ing on jeans will be done on the inner leg seam only. 
Using a pair ofjeans you like the shape of, determine how 
much to take in the seam. Be conservative. Although a 
super-tight leg may be desired, you still have to get your 
foot through the opening. Taper seam from the widest 
point at the leg bottom to approximately 3/1 above the 
knee (3). Blend into original stitching. Be sure to try on 
before cutting away excess seam allowances. 

For successful sewing on jean fabriC without skipped 

(Demonstrated on video) 

stitches. switch to a machine needle with the lettering "J" 
on the needle packet. A "J" needle has a wedge point 
capable of piercing through dense fabric. 

Pin hem in place by turning under betwem 1f.J." to %" 
twice so that the raw edge of the hem is concealed. 
Machine sew twice around hem to duplicate slitching on 
the side seams (4). It may be necessary t~ help the 
machine sew over bulky areas like seams whell hemming 
jeans. Help by gently turning fly wheel toward you as you 
give machine power. • 
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ShorteningTrousers 


ALTHOUGH PANT LENGTH ALTERATIONS on mens trou
sers are usually free with purchase. the return trip to 

pick them up Is often a hassle. Even a non-sewer without 
a sewing machine can put up a hem in trousers. 1rousers 
for men and women are handled in the same way. Here's 
how. 

Unless you have experience in marking pant length on 
the body. perhaps the best method for determining pants 
length is by comparison to another pair of hemmed 
trousers from the closet. 

Super-impose hemmed trousers onto the legs of 
unhemmed trousers, pinning pants together at crotch 
point. Compare inner leg seam lengths, from crotch 
point to finished hem. Mark finished pant length on the 
unhemmed pant (1). From my experience, inner leg 
seam comparison is more reliable than side seam com
parisons, since different pant styles ride the body differ
ently at the waist..... 
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+- Shortening Trousers continued from previous page 

AFTER THE FINISHED LENGTH is determined. 2/1 will be 
added for hem allowance. Mark 2/1 from the finished 
length toward the pant bottom (2). 

Measure this distance from the pant bottom. This 
measurement determines the amount to cut offfrom the 
bottom of the pants. Measure and mark the cutting line 
from the pant bottom. Use a ruler to connect chalk 
markings. Cut off excess length. Since menswear fabrics 

(Demonstrated on video) 

rarely ravel. pinking shears are optional; regular scissors 
will do the job. If the fabric seems likely to ravel, zig-zag 
or overlock raw edge if you have access to a sewing 
machine. If not. dab raw edge of fabric with Fray Check, 
a fabric sealant found in the notions department of fabric 
stores. 

After excess length has been cut off. mark finished 
length at regular intervals 2/1 from newly cut bottom. 
Fold hem allowance to the wrong side. Hand-baste in 
place 1/1 from raw edge ofhem. Press well with steam (3). 

As you hand-stitch, fold 1/4/1 ofthe hem toward you. 
Hand stitches will be hidden. formed 1/4/1 below the top 
of the hem. 

To HAND-HEM WITH INVISIBLE STITCH results. pick up one 
thread from the garment, move forward "k/l and pick up 
one thread from the hem (4). The secret to an invisible 
hem is not to pull the thread too tight. Make a knot every 
4/1 to prevent entire hem from falling out if a heel 
catches.• 
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HemSkirts 


IF YOU HAVE SOMEONE to mark a hem for you. the best 
method for marking a hem which hangs perfectly on 

the body is with a hem marker (found in the notions 
department) (1). Ifnot. locate a skirt in your closet that 
is a good length for you. Skirt length is determined by 
comparing the side seams of the old and new skirts from 
the waistline seam (at the bottom of the waistband) to 
the hem. 

Measure the skirt you plan to shorten in the same 
manner. from the waistline to the hem at the side seam. 
This process can be done easily by laying the skirts side 
by side. Place a pin horizontal to the hem. marking 
desired finished length. Before cutting off the excess at 
the hem, a hem allowance for turning under must be 
determined. For straight skirts. a 2~/I hem is preferable 
to give the hem enough weight for a proper hang. For a 
full skirt. a narrow, I" hem is the best choice. A deeper 
hem is bulky and prohibits the fullness from hanging 
close around the legs. For semi-full skirts, such as A-line 
or gored. a 11//' hem is preferable. 

WITH THESE SUGGESTED HEM WIDTHS in mind, make a 
chalk-mark the width of a hem allowance below the pin 
marking desired finished length. Measure this distance 
from the bottom edge of the skirt all around the skirt. 

Mark with chalk. Cut off excess skirt length (2). 
Hem tape is rarely used to finish the ray edge ofhems. 

Ready-to-wear skirts sport an overlocked finish. If your 
machine is capable of an overlock or zig-zag, create a 
finish on the bottom edge of the skirt. If not. a pinked 
edge, with straight stitch ~" away. is attractive and 
prevents raveling. Now measure up the depth ofthe hem 
all around the skirt. Mark with chalk. This will act as a 
guide for turning the hem up. 

IF THE SKIRTS HAS SOME FULLNESS. you will notice that 
the hem seems fuller than the skirt itself. Some fullness 
needs to be removed to enable the hem to lie flat. Folding 
out little pleats in the hem allowance creates ridges 
when the hem is pressed from the right side. To remove 
excess fullness along the hem edge, run an easeline %" 
from the skirt edge by pushing at the back of the presser 
foot (see pages 16-17). Ifmore ease is needed. take a pin 
and pull up slightly on the bobbin thread. 

Fold up hem allowance and pin into position. Press 
lightly. Full skirts are usually finished bymachine with 
a double row of topstitching. Double topstltching can be 
created by sewing around the hem, on the underside of 
the skirt. twice by machine-one row %" from the hem 
fold and one row ~If from the hem fold. Use the width ... 
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+- Hem Skirts 
of the presser foot as a guide for the second row (3). The 
second method for double topstitching must be done 
from the right side of the skirt using a double needle. Any 
machine capable of zig-zag can accommodate a double 
needle (4). Refer to double needle in sewing machine 
instruction manual. 

Hems for straight skirts are more visible and therefore 
put in by hand. When pressing up hem allowance, slip an 
envelope between hem and skirt. This technique prevents 
hem imprint from showing through on the outside of the 
skirt (5). 

continued from preuious page 

THE SECRETS TO INVISIBLE HAND HEMS are use of a fine 
needle and a light touch-don't pull the threa:l too tight. 
A looser hand stitch will still hold the hem into place. Mter 
the hem has been pressed into position, place pns holding 
up hem I" from raw edge of the hem. As you hand stitch, 
fold %" of the hem toward you. Hand stitches will be hid
den, formed %" below the top ofthe hem. Hem stitches are 
made %" apart. Take one thread on the garment, skip Y4" 
and take 1 stitch on the back ofthe hem allowance, then 
skip %" and take one stitch on the garment, and on and 
on (6). For invisible hems, never pick up one stitch from 
the garment and the hem at the same time. • 
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Sew on a BuHon 


SEWING ON A BUTTON sounds easy. and it is. If the but
ton you are sewing is a replacement for one which 

fell off. you can skip the next paragraph since you 
already know where to sew the button. 

Pin the garment together in the position you would like 
it to be when it is finished. For proper button place

ment. place a pin through the outer edge of the but
tonhole or the buttonhole edge closest to the edge of the 
garment (1). Push the pin down to mark the placement. 
Unpin the garment. leaving the button placement pin in 
place. 

To strengthen your thread and keep it flom knotting ... 

(j) l"Ior1< t7!.l~M pl(.ll.8I')1l1'1t wit/] pi$. 
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+- Sew on a Button 
while you sew, pull your thread, doubled, through bees
wax. Beeswax can be purchased in any notions depart
ment or candle store. Knot the doubled thread. 

Do Nor SEW A BUTTON WITH HOLES tightly against the 
fabric. While sewing, create "extra play" which can be 
wrapped to fonn a shank, similar to that found on shank 
buttons. Create room for a shank by positioning a 
toothpick or a match between the garment and the but
ton as you sew. The shank behind a button is important 

continuedfrom previous page 
as it allows the buttonhole to slide behind the button 
without puckering. 

Make a small knot at the end of the thread. Start thread 
on wrong side offabric (2). Bring the needle through the 
button and then back into the fabriC. Make a pass through 
each hole in the button four to six times (3). Pull button 
away from the garment. Slip out toothpick or match. 
Wrap the thread against the previously sewn threads to 
fonn a shank (4). Pull needle to the wrong side of the 
fabric and knot.• 
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Easy Zipper 


MASTERING A LAPPED ZIPPER or fly zipper can be 
pretty intimidating to a new sewer. I made my own 

clothes for ten years without knowing how to do 
anything but a centered zipper. You can, too. 

A zipper is usually in a pretty inconspicuous place. If 
you want to put in a fast. easy zipper, try this method. 

Sew the seam with permanent stitches up to the spot 
where you want the zipper. Switch the stitch length to 
"baste" (larger stitches) and continue to the end of the 
seam. 

Cut two thin strips of interfacing 1f.J" wide and the 
length of the zipper. On each side of the seam allowance 
where the zipper will be, press a strip offusible interfac
ing on the wrong side of the seam allowance (1). 

INTERFACING HELPS STABILIZE the seam and keep it from 
rippling as you sew. Place the interfacing close to the 
basted seam. When you press the basted seam open, you 
will no longer be able to see the newly applied strips of 
interfacing. If you don't have any interfacing and the 
fabric is stable, it is okay to put in the zipper without it.... 
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+- Easy Zipper 
Place the right side of the zipper down against the 

pressed-open seam allowance. Pin. Tape across zipper a 
few times to hold in place (2). Remove pins. Thrn the right 
side of the garment so it faces you. Center a piece oftape 
over seam. Use edge as guide for sewing. Do not sew on 
the tape. 

Get the zipper foot out of your machine supply box. It 
is structured so that the needle can be moved from one 
side to the other. Begin with the needle on the right side 
of the foot. Start sewing on the left side ofthe zipper as the 

•. ...-.~.~.!;: 

conttnuedfrom previous page 

zipper faces you with the top away from you. The needle 
will be on the side closest to the zipper teeth 

FOLLOWING YOUR CHALK GUIDELINE, sew with a perma
nent stitch over the chalked guide (3). Sew down one side; 
stop; leave the needle in; pivot; sew across the bottom; 
stop; pivot; sew up the other side. 

Remove tape. Remove the machine-bastingstitch that 
held the seam together while you worked (4). Press. Your 
zipper is finished! • 
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Gathers, Pleats, Darts 


GATHERS: Set your machine for the widest possible 
zig-zag and the longest possible stitch. Lay a piece of 

embroidery floss or smooth bakery string %," from the 
raw edge of the fabric. Zig-zag over the string, being 
careful not to catch the string in the stitching. If you hap
pen to sew on the string. clip the threads (not the string) 
at this pOint and continue. To gather. simply pull the 
string. Wrap string around straight pin on each end. and 
adjust the gathers evenly (1). 

@ 

One of the problems ofattaching a gathered edge to a 
straight edge (skirt to waistband. ruffle to skirt. sleeve to 
cum is that the gathers tend to bunch together and lump 
up during the sewing process. 

After the desired gathering has been completed and 
pinned to the straight surface, use masking tape to flat
ten the gathers into place before sewing. Place the tape 
%" away from the raw edge so that the tape will not get 
caught during the sewing process (2). After joining the 
gathered surface to the straight surface with a %/1 seam. 
remove the tape. Press the gathers to flatten. 

PLEATS: Pleats which are released inches from the 
seamline, such as those used on the front of pants (3), 
begin to work their way loose at the stitching at the end 
of the pleat when put under stress (a big dinner, 
perhaps). This can be prevented by decreasing the stitch 
length %" from the end ofthe pleat. Rather than ending 
the stitching at this point, curve the stitching up and 
away in a slight curve toward the fold (4). 'This additional 
curve toward the fold helps lock the pleat into place. 

DARTS: Pin a dart into position by pinching the two lines 
marking the dart together. The fold is created on the 
wrong side. A dart is sewn from the fat end to the .... 
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+- Gathers, Pleats, Darts continuedfrom pre~ious page 

skinny end (dart pOint) (5), ofthe dart gradually (whatI call "tapering to 2'ero"), sew-
Begin dart at fat end with regular machine stitches. ing only a thread or two at the end. Run offendofdart. Do 

Follow dart marking to within lit ofthe dart point. Switch not back stitch, leave I" threads. 'lYing threads is not 
stitch length to small stitches. Continue sewing to the end necessary. If a dart tapers to nothing on both ends, sew 

from the center out in both directions (6).• 
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Ease 


(j)1
REN A PATTERN calls for ease, "slight" fullness, notWgathering, must be brought in to enable the piece to 

fit with its adjoining one. For example, a sleeve must be 
eased to fit an armhole, a side front eased to fit a front and 
a hem eased to fit a garment (1). 

The following method for easing gives professional 
results and is quite easy to master. It's called "stay stitch 
plus." 

Place your finger in back ofthe presser foot as you sew. 
Push with medium pressure on the back of the presser 
foot. Don't worry, there is no way the machine can back 
up and sew onto the fingers. Your finger, acting like a 
fence, keeps the fabric from coming out the back of the 
presser foot as fast as itwould like to. This drag under the 
presser foot is what causes the fabric to gather up slight
ly. creating ease. Feel the pressure ofyour finger against 
the presser foot. If you cannot feel it, you are not doing 
the process correctly..... 
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+- Ease 
STITCH LENGTH AND PRESSURE for staystitch plus is deter
mined by the weight of the fabric. A light fabric calls for 
a medium length stitch with light pressure. A heavy 
fabric calls for more pressure with a long stitch length. If 
the fabric is very heavy, you may have to do two rows of 
staystitch plus next to each other. Staystltch plus is done 

continuedjrom previous page 

approximately %." inside ofthe seam allowance. Mter the 
ease process is completed, try pinning the piece to the one 
adjoining to see how it fits. If you have eased too much, 
simply snap a thread. Ifmore ease is needed, pull bobbin 
thread or do another row of staystitch plus within the 
seam allowance. • 
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Ovaland Circular Tablecloths 


STARTER HOUSEHOLDS often inherit the big round or 
oval table that nobody wants. Ifyou've received a table 

like the one I inherited, you'll want to cover it fast. Sur
prisingly enough. once a tablecloth is made, the eyesore 
turns into an attractive piece of furniture. 

To measure for a circular tablecloth. first measure the 
diameter of the table (the distance from edge to edge 
across the center of the table). Then measure the 
distance from the tabletop to the floor. Double the floor
to-tabletop measurement and add this to the diameter. 
Call this the "total diameter" (I). 

To measure for an oval tablecloth, tape newspapers 
together. Make a pattern of the tabletop by tracing the 
outside edge ofthe table onto the paper. Cut away excess 
paper. Measure the distance from the tabletop to the 
floor. Add twice this measurement to the length and 
width of the oval table. The result is a total width and 
total length measurement. 

MOST FABRICS ARE NOT WIDE ENOUGH to make an oval or 
circular tablecloth without being pieced together. 1\vo or 
three fabric widths may be needed depending on the 
"total diameter" of the circle or the total width of the 
oval. For example, if your total diameter ofthe circle or 
total width ofthe oval is 101" and your fabric is only 45" 

wide, you will need three widths (2). IfYOLlr fabric is 60" 
wide, only two widths are needed. Ifonly two widths are 
needed, split one width in halflengthwise, andjoin half 
widths on either side ofthe full fabric width used in the 
center (3). This avoids a seamline across the top of the 
table. 

To arrive at the total amount of fabric Ileeded. multi
ply the number of widths needed times the total 
diameter of the round or total length of the oval. 

After joining fabric Widths. to cut a circular cloth. fold 
the pieced fabric once and then once again into quarters. 
Cut a piece ofstring and tie one end to a pencil. Take the 
total diameter of the cloth you wish to make, plus III hem 
allowance, and divide it in half. This is the radius of the 
circle. Make a knot in the string this distance from the 
pencil. Pin the knot securely with a safetypin at the cor
ner where everything is folded. Hold the kIlot down with 
one hand and draw a quarter circle with the pencil with 
the other hand. Cut along traced marking (4). 

ToCUT AN OVAL CLOTH, piece fabric widths. Spread fabric 
out in a single thickness on floor. Place newspaper pat
terns (the shape ofthe oval top) in the center of the fabric. 
All around the oval pattern, measure the distance from 
the tabletop to the floor. Mark. Add I" hem allowance .. 
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+- Oval and Circular Tablecloths continuedfrom previous page 

all around. Join markings and cut along this line (5). 
To hem tablecloth, thread "fusible thread" on bobbin 

only. Regular thread goes on the top of the machine. 
Machine stitch %" from edge of fabric with right side of 
fabric up. Sewing closer to fabric edge sometimes causes 
fabric to stretch or pull down into the bobbin. Thm %," ex
cess fabric away from outside edge, %" away from 
machine stitching.lfyou don't have fusible thread, simply 
do the pressing process without it. 

Take tablecloth to ironing surface. Press %," hem to the 
wrong side of the fabric all around cloth. Let iron rest on 
fabric long enough for the fusible thread to melt, holding 
crease in place, but don't scorch. Roll hem over again to 
enclose raw hem edge. Press. Machine stitch with regular 
thread on top and bobbin. If you want to trim cloth in 
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fringe, subtract width of fringe all around clotll before you 
begin hem process. 

SHEETS NOW COME IN SUCH A VARIETY of pactems that 
it is likely you can find one that will make a good table
cloth. King-size sheets are usually large enough to make 
a cloth without piecing. Unfortunately, if the fabric com
bination has any polyester. soil release can be a problem. 
However. it's not a problem if the cloth is merely decora
tive. One hundred percent cotton is a better choice for 
a cloth you will use for dining. Velour makes a beautiful 
tablecloth which needs no ironing. Smaller rounds or 
squares in patterned fabric can be made to drape over 
the center of the velour, cutting ironing and cleaning to 
a minimum.• 
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No-Sew Napkins 


ASET OF CLOTH NAPKINS makes a wonderful gift for any 
occasion. While you are at it, make an extra set for 

yourself. The investment is minimal: one yard offabric 
makes four napkins, and the sewing skill needed is little 
or none. 

While most purchased napkins measure 14", why not 
make slightly oversized dinner napkins of 17"? Larger 
napkIns give a feeling of opulence to the guest. Refer to 
chart for yardage requirements: 

Yardage Requirements 
CUT NAPKIN 

SIZE (SQUARE) QUANTITY 45"·WIDE ll"ABlUC 54"·WIDE ll"ABRIC 

18" Four 1 Yard 1 Yard 
Six 1~ Yards 1 Yard 
Eight 2 Yards l~ Yards 

15" Four %Yard %Yard 
Six 1% Yards %Yard 
Eight 1% Yards 1% Yards 

Reprtnted from Sew News, May, 1991 

In order to have napkins which are perfectly square. it 
is necessary to straighten the ends of the fabric before 
cutting. To straighten the ends (those cut at the fabric 
store. the opposite direction of the selvages) choose a 

thread which you can pull across the width ofthe fabric. 
This thread may break as you pull. Simply choose one 
right next to it and continue across. Cut fabric along 
pulled thread line (1). Cut fabric into napkin squares and 
you are ready to begin. 

How about napkins without sewing'? Gail Brown, 
author ofQuick Napkins, a book full ofnapkin ideas, .... 

.. _ .. _.. _-_ ... ----- ..... !.:>( 
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+- No-Sew Napkins 
came up with this one. Purchase one IS-yard roll of 
Fusible Transfer web in %/1 width, enough for seven 18" 
napkins. Purchase more web if you are doing more 
napkins. If rolled web is unavailable, purchase Fusibile 
Transfer web yardage and cut your own strips. On wrong 
side, fuse with iron %" strips to two opposite edges of 
napkin (2). Remove web paper and finger press %11 hem 
(halfwidth of web) (3). Press in place. Repeat for remain
ing two sides ofnapkins (4). These edges will remain fused 

~ 
~ 
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continuedfrom prEVious page 
through washing. Any loose threads may be cUpped. 

NAPKINS IN SPECIALTY SHOPS are often made on a 
straight-stitch machine. On a flat surface. press down IJ4" 
to the wrong side all around the napkin. Eilclose raw 
napkin edge by rolling in another ~" fold. Machine stitch 
pressed hem in place. Ifyour machine has a difficult time 
starting at the napkin corner, start machine se.ving in the 
center and sew to the corner (5).• 

~irIL~ 
Ot168 af 1'1'11 I
Pt!16~.irl ,- - _ - - - - _ u S

Glntl /1'1!f . 

Reprinted with permlsslon from Open Chain Publishing 
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ComforterCovers 


EVEN A NOVICE can make a comforter cover. Think ofa 
comforter cover as a giant bag with an end closure 

and you will feel less intimidated. Since the purpose of 
a cover is to keep the comforter clean. choose soft. wash
able fabric which feels good to the skin. A cover made 
with two sheets is easiest. but fashion fabric can be used 
as well. Pre-shrink both fabric and sheets in washer and 
dryer to avoid disappointing shrinkage later. 

Measure the comforter to be covered. adding 1lf,;." to the 
width and 3%," to the length for seaming. If you are using 
sheets. check sheet dimensions (see page 28) to deter
mine what size to buy. 1\vo companion or complemen
tary sheets make a more interesting cover than the same 

CD 


sheet on both sides; let your personal pre~rence dictate. 

IF YOU ARE USING FASHION FABRICS. fabric will have to be 
pieced to get enough width to cover. Eefore you can 
determine how much fabric to buy, you need to know 
the widths of the fabrics you are consid~ring. TIy one 
fabric for the center and another fabrLc cut in half 
lengthwise to form borders on each side ·1). Do not cut 
final width (comforter dimension plus 1~" for seams) 
until after the fabrics are pieced. To determine how 
much fabric to buy. decide how many fablfc widths plus 
seam allowances it will take to cover the width of the 
cover plus 1%" seams.... 
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+- Comforter Covers 
Measure the length of the comforter plus 3lJ.z" for 

seams and bottom hem. Multiply this length times the 
number of fabric widths needed. This calculation is for 
one side of the cover. Double if both sides are the same. 
If math calculations confuse you, take your comforter 
measurements and this book to the fabric store and ask 
for help in figuring from a knowledgeable clerk. For a 
cozy comforter, consider flannel for the underside of the 
comforter. 

Because the cover will be repeatedly washed. french 
seams (enclosed seams) are used to join pieces. Place 
wrong sides offabric together. Sew a %" seam along two 
long sides and top. To reduce bulk, clip comer seam 
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conunuedfrom previous page 
allowances close to stitching (2). Thm fabric 'Wrong sides 
out. Press. Enclose raw edges ofseam allowances by sew
ing seam at %" (3). Thrn comforter cover right side out. 

ON OPEN END. press under I" seam allowance to wrong 
side of fabric. Enclose this edge by pressing under I" 
seam allowance again. Sew close to folded edge (4). Com
forter cover may be closed with large, heavy-duty snaps 
at intervals no larger than 9" or Velcro® (5). 

To close with Velcro®, purchase a length of %'lwidth 
Velcro® to measure the width of the cover. Top-stitch 
Velcro® strips to the inside of the hemmed open end of 
the bag. Anchor all sides ofthe Velcro® with stitching. • 

":m:Ip5 
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PillowShams 


PILLOW SHAMS ARE EASY and fast since they don't re
quire a zipper. With one twin-bed flat sheet you can 

make two pillow shams. 
Measure length and width of your pillow. Multiply 

times two. If you like a soft, pliable pillow, add 1/1 to these 
measurements in both directions. For a crisp looking 
pillow, use exact measurements. 

Cut off the hemmed edge at top of sheet. Cut or tear 
3%/1 strips on the lengthwise edges. using the selvage as 

a finish. Seam these together in one 10Iig strip. Zigzag 
over thin string to gather the ruffle. Pull the strIng and 
a ruffle forms (1). 

Cut one piece of fabric the size ofyourpillow cover as 
determined above for sham front. Cut tW(1 pieces desired 
width of the pillow plus half the desired Length plus 4/1. 
These two pieces form the back with an [)pening to slip 
the pillow through. Hem one crosswise elld on each one 
ofthese two pieces by turning under %" edge once and ~ 
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+- Pillow Shalns conunuedfrom prelJious page 

then tum I" hem. This method hides the raw edge. 
Overlap one over the other until shape matches pillow 

sham front. Machine-baste together the two pieces that 
form the back (2). 

PLACETHERIGHT SIDE ofgathered rufile against right side 
of pillow sham front. Push in a few extra gathers at the 
comers so there will be ample fullness when the pillow is 
turned. 

Machine-baste rufile to front (3). Place right sides of the 
pillow sham back and front together and stitch over 
basted seam joining rume to front (4). 

TIim off comers %," away from stitching line. Thrn 
pillow cover right side out through lapped opening on 
back. Insert pillow. Admire results! • 
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Corded Covered Pillows 


CUSTOM-COVERED PILLOWS are a great way to pull a 
room together or fill in the gaps in a new apartment. 

Ifyou can't find muslin-covered pillows in the size you 
want, consider purchasing covered pillows found in a dis
count store, bed pillows or large, over-sized squares. 
which can be easily covered. 

Uncovered cord comes in a variety ofwidths in the rib
bon and braid department ofmost sewing stores. Ifyou 
plan to wash the pillow, the cord must be pre-shrunk. Do 
not put the loose cord in the washing machine since it 

(t) 
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will tangle. Simply fill a basin with warmwater and soak 
the cord for a few moments. Squeeze out excess water 
and hang to dry. Ifyou are planning to wash the pillows, 
pre-shrink all fabric, except the stuffing. before you cut 
out the pillow. Ifyou are not planning to wash the pillows 
you can skip pre-shrinking both the cordand the fabric. 

MEASURE THE PILLOW from seam to seam(l). Cut the top 
pillow fabric exactly the size of the pi1lcw. Do not add 
seam allowances unless the pillow you are covering is .... 

(l) (3) 
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+ Corded Covered Pillows continuedfrom prel'ious page 

firm. In that case, add seam allowance %/) all around the 
pillow. The fabric should fit snugly over the pillow. 

Ifyou are planning to cord the pillow, it is much easier 
to insert a zipper on the backside of the pillow, rather than 
trying to insert a zipper in a corded seam. Cut the back 
pillow fabric the size of the pillow in one direction and 1 
112" larger in the other direction, to allow for seam 
allowance (2). Make a vertical cut in the center of the 
longer side. Seam newly cut edges, basting in the area of 
the zipper. Insert a zipper 2" shorter than pillow measure
ment. (See page 12.) 

AFTER ZIPPER INSERTION, check top and bottom pillow 
cover pieces to make sure they are the same size. 1lim so 
that they are identical. Round the corners slightly, using 
the first corner you round off as a pattern for the other 
three (3). Cording works better when corners are slight
ly rounded. 

The fabric strips that cover the cord can be cross-grain 
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ifusing a knit or bias ifusing a woven. These gains allow 
the cord to go around corners without wrinlling. (See 
page 47.) Unless you are using very wide COld, 2'twide 
strips should be sufficient. Seam the strips in one long 
strip. Press seams open. Wrap this fabric arourd the cord 
(4). Pin into place. Using a zipper foot. enclose cord with 
fabric strip. With raw edges together. pin covered cord in 
place on front side of pillow, letting both endsof cord go 
out into the seam allowance (5). 

Before joining back side of pillow cover. unzip the zip
per. Place the two pieces of pillow fabric, r.ght sides 
together. Pin these two pieces together with theside ofthe 
pillow with cording attached facing up. Sev the two 
pieces together using the stitching line that attached the 
cording as a guide. This will ensure the tight fit ofthe cord 
(6). 

Thrn the pillow cover right side out througt the open 
zipper. Insert pillow. Reward yourself with a l1ap on the 
pillow.• 
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Measure for Curtains 


LET'S FACE IT: Window coverings tum living space into 
a home. The simplest curtains make a world ofdiffer

ence. Make them yourself and you save a bundle. 
although in most cases the choice is between make them 
yourself or do without, because they are so expensive. 

To determine finished width. measure from the out
side edges of the woodwork across the window. This 
measurement will also be used to buy a rod which is 
capable ofextending to this width. To determine finished 
length, measure from the top ofwhere the rod will be to 
the bottom of the window sill or to the floor. if you want 
full-length curtains. Shrinkage (1" per yard) needs to be 
added only ifyou plan to wash the curtains. FabriC. by its 
very nature. hangs slightly away from the windows. 
using up 1" in length termed "10ft." 

To figure cut lengths for yardage, use this formula: 
finished length. plus 4'h" (rod casing and heading 
allowance). plus 2~/I (hem allowance). plus 1" (loft), plus 
shrinkage (l" per yard shrinkage-only if you plan to 
wash the curtains) equals the cut length. (See Example 
1. next page) 

FOR GATHERED CURTAINS. determine the number of cut 
lengths needed by the amount of fullness desired. For 
adequate fullness. double the finished width of the 

2B 

window. For luxurious fullness. triple the finished width 
or use a fullness somewhere in between determined by 
the width of the fabric you are using. For example, ifyour 
finished window width measures 37'h" and your tabric 
measures 45". two fabric widths will be suffiCient to 
cover the window. 

Thfigure yardage, multiply the cut lengths times the 
number ofwidths needed. Add 5" more for every two tie 
backs needed and 4" to straighten fabric ends before cut
ting. For example: a cut length of 6B" times 2 widths 
equals 136" plus 5" for tie backs. plus 4" to straighten 
fabric equals 145". Divide 145" by 36" (number ofinches 
per yard) and obtain 4 yards. (See Example 2. next page.) 

Ask a clerk to measure twice to be certain to cut the 
correct yardage. 

DECORATIVE FLAT SHEETS are often an economical route 
for attractive curtains for large windows at an affordable 
price. The finished size ofa flat. twin sheet is 66" by 96", 
a full sheet Is Bl" by 96". a queen sheet is 91" by 102". 
and a king sheet is lOB" by 102". Since the top and bot
tom hems must be cut offthe sheets before using. figure 
sheet length to be 5/1 shorter than the sheet lengths 
given above. ~ 



+-	 Measure for Curtains continuedfrom previous page 

Example 1 
Finished length 
Casing and heading allowance 
Hem allowance 
Loft 
Shrinkage (1" per yard) 
(only Ifyou plan to wash the curtains) 

!\ / 

1\ I 

/' [J / 
[ZJQ0 
CZJ[fJ0
1/[3 ~ 

1/ , 
..... 
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Cut length 

Example 2 

Cut Length 
Number of fabric widths 

Tiebacks 

Straighten fabric 


Divide by 36"for yardage: 

60" 
+4%" 
+2%" 
+P' 
+..P 

68" 

68" 
x 2 

136" 
+ 5/1 
+ 	 4" 

145/1 
4 yards plus I" • 
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Make Curtains 


BEFORE CUTTING, straighten ends offabric by making 
a clip 2" from newly-cut end.1ty to tear fabric across. 

If the fabric will not tear, pull a thread across. If thread 
breaks. pick up another one next to it (1). Cut along 
pulled thread. Straightening fabric ends insures curtains 
which hang straight on the window. 

If the window is very wide, you may need to join fabric 
widths. These are the cut lengths you figured. To do a 
really first-class job. cut off the selvages. Thm under 16." 
to wrong side offabric. Press. Thrn another I" to wrong 

side. Machine-stitch close to hem fold (2). But, if the 
selvage edges look finIshed enough for :rour taste. side 
hems are not necessary. 

On top edge ofcurtain. press W' to wrong sIde and then 
4" to wrong side to form heading allovance and rod 
casing (3). Sew close to hem fold. Paralld to this row of 
stitching. sew another row half-way in between the top of 
the curtain and the row of hem stitchi:ng. This row of 
stitching forms the channel for the cUf1ain rod. Leave 
ends open so that rod can be inserted (4, ..... 

~ 
(2) ro\~ liz" i~ f VI dild 5't1tJ,(j) rd~ e~e of 1ab/'K 
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+ Make Curtains continuedfrom previous page 
TAKE THIS ADVICE from a person who has made a lot of On the bottom edge of the curtain, press %11 to the 
curtains. Before hemming. slip one of the curtain panels wrong side, then press 2/1 to wrong side to form curtain 
on a rod and hang itat the window. Fold up intended 2%/1 hem allowance. Machine stitch close to If,z" hem fold. 
hem. Is the curtain too short, too long? Before the hem is 
sewn. you can decide to make it shorter or longer. Ifcur To MAKE TIE BACKS, fold a 5" strip of fabric in half 
tain seems too short, the hem can be made narrower. If lengthwise. Sew one long side. 'fum right-side out. Press. 
the curtain is too short, hem can be made narrower. Ifyou Cut in half. Tie around curtain to determine desired 
like the length ofthe curtain with 2%" folded under. pro length of tie backs. 'fum raw edges and sew by hand, or 
ceed as planned. merely tie in place. positioning so that raw edges fall 

behind the curtains. • 
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ScarfMagic 


THE IMPORTANCE OF SCARVES and shawls is here to 
stay. One doesn't have to be an excellent seamstress 

to make a scarf. You don't even have to know how to 
operate a sewing machine. Ifyou can do a running stitch 
by hand, you are capable ofmaking a magnificent scarf 
for yourself. 

Choice of fabric is the critical thing. Only a very soft 
fabric will drape well enough to make a flattering scarf 

@ riwili~ 5twf"II~{ab1idairlf(Qh'lfYotrl10
\xu,K. 

or shawl. Cotton and rayon challis make beautiful 
scarves. Wool challis is my first choice because it is soft 
to the touch. drapes well. and does not need ironing. You 
can also make beautiful silk scarves from silk crepe de 
chine or silk charmeuse..... 

-- ___ t 
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+- Scarf Magic 
FABRIC DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR SCARVES is available in 
some fabric stores. This fabric is designed in large squares 
with a border on all four sides, and it is purchased by the 
panel rather than by the yard. 

A piece of fabric two yards long will make two well
proportioned, oblong scarves if the fabric is cut in half 
lengthwise. Ifyou are short, a fabric length of 1%yards is 
more in proportion. Beautiful scarves are not seamed, so 
don't even think ofbuying one yard, cutting it in halfand 
seaming it in the middle. Make one scarf for you and one 
for a gift. Ifyou want a large shawl, use a two yard length 
offabric 45/1 to 60'Lit's full width, perfect in a fabric such 
as wool jersey or wool chams. Ifyou want a small scarfto 
decorate a ponytail, a halfyard of36/1 fabric makes a great 
hair tie, perfect in chiffon or silk crepe de chine. 

Square scarves can be made from 11'4 yards of45/1 wide 
fabric or 1% yards of 60" wide fabric. 

To make sure you are cutting precisely on the grain, 
pull threads crosswise. for a square scarf. or crosswise 
and lengthwise for an oblong scarf. Cut along pulled 
thread lines (1). 

A scarf with a hand-rolled hem can be an heirloom, 

,-----
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continued from pmJious page 
worth the time spent hand sewing. To make the hand 
sewing process easier, machine sew with a medium 
length stitch around all edges % from the (dge of the1/ 

fabric. As you sew, pull fabric taut from in front and back 
of the presser foot to prevent puckering (2). D) not try to 
sew closer to the edge than %/1 or the needle will push the 
fine fabric into the bobbin opening. 

'frim close to machine stitching with small sharp 
scissors (3). Go to the pressing surface. Createtension on 
the end of the machine stitching; pull gently,letting the 
raw edges roll under. Press into pOSition (4). If you use 
"fusible thread" in the bobbin only and mochine sew 
from the outside ofthe fabric, the fusible thretd melts as 
you press, holding the first fold into position. 

Now that the first fold has been made br the iron, 
enclose the raw edge ofthe fabric by rolling ruiother fold. 
Pin periodically. Machine stitch in place orspend the 
extra time and hand stitch with a fine needle using a run
ning or blind stitch (5). If you do not have access to a 
machine, pressing will be slightly more difficult, but 
definitely manageable. • 

r~n.n''''5 '" 

5) fuuble YlJiI hem I fl'nish w~h 

(Demonstrated on video) 
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ChristmasStockings 


HRISTMAS STOCKINGS make a great gift for a special fabric. Choose fabric with body that's not prone to ravellCfriend, new family member or maybe your own stock ing. Don't worry about cutting the stocking on the grain, 
ing is not big enough. This project is fun, fast and very just buy enough to cut two shapes to form the front and 
impressive as a gift. back ofthe stocking. 1\vo different fabrics can be used as 

To make a pattern for a Christmas stocking, trace with well. If your fabric lacks body, purchase interfacing 
chalk one you like the shape and size of. After tracing, which can be pressed on and used as a stiffener. Measure 
add %" seam allowance all around the shape with chalk the top edge of the stocking. Purchase three or four trims 
(1). Cut your pattern, including seam allowances, out of to sew across the stocking, such as braid, ribbon, rick
of a piece of brown paper or newspaper. rack or lace. You can trim both sides of the stocking or 

Take the pattern to the fabric store in search of great just the front if trim is expensive.... 
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<Eo- Christmas Stockings continued from previous page 

At home, place fabric right sides together and cut out trim can cover hem stitching. Change top thread to match 
two stocking shapes including seam allowances. Remove color of each trim. Sew into place (3). 
paper pattern. Press on interfacing, if necessary, to give Place right sides of stocking together and sew all sides 
extra body. To form the finished edge on the top edge of at %" except for top hemmed edge. Clip comers. Form a 
the stocking, tum down %" to the wrong side of each loop with excess trim. Attach in back corner ofstocking 
stocking. Machine stitch in place (2). On the right side of with small machine stitches (4). 
the stocking, arrange trim in a pleasing way. One row of Thrn right side out. Admire your results. • 
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MarriageofPaHem and Fabric 


MORE OFTEN THAN NOT the success of a garment is 
determined right in the fabric store by the choice of 

pattern and fabric. If an incompatible choice is made, no 
amount of meticulous sewing can turn the garment into 
a success. 

Well-known designers make up the same designs in 
ten different fabriCS. finally choosing the one that works 
best for the design. Take advantage of the homework 
done by the designer and benefit from the results. 

In clothing stores, study the design details, the trim 
and buttons. These details often make the difference bet
ween a ready-to-wear and a loving-hands-at-home look. 
The identical fabric is not necessary. but one with 
similar properties would be the best choice. 

One ofthe best ways to acquire fabric knowledge is to 
ask questions as you browse better ready-to-wear. Ask 
fabric names. Get acquainted with their weave. feel and 
drape. so that you will be able to spot a similar fabric in 
the fabric store. 

As a sewing instructor. I have seen students use the 
wrong fabriC with a great pattern and come up with dis
appointing results. The problem lies in the fact that the 
fabric and the pattern were not compatible. Usually this 
was not apparent until after the garment is completed. 
What went wrong? Here are some common causes..... 
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+- Marriage of Pattern and Fabric continuedJrom previouspage 

The fabric is too heavy. Most full styles call for fabric 
that drapes well. Gather the fabric in your hand and hang 
it in front of your body. Is it graceful or bulky? Listen to 
your inner voice in choosing fabric. Ifyou have the creep
ing. silent thought "this fabric might be too stiff!..--it is! 
Every time a firm fabric is chosen for a fluid style, the 
results are disastrous. 

The fabric is a loose weave and does not hold its 
shape. A garment made in such fabric will stretch out of 
shape. making it a perfect candidate for the church rum
mage sale. 

The color is unflattering. This is easily prevented. 
Take the bolt offabric over to a mirror. Unwind a few yards 
offabric and wrap it around you. Look in the mirror. Does 
it look okay. good, or spectacular? Nothing less than spec
tacular should motivate you to take money out of your 
purse. 

The design is overwhelming. Some prints look better 
on the kitchen table than they do on you. If you find 
yourself choosing prints that are too big and bold. limit 
yourself to solids for a while. or a solid with a small. sub

tIe print in it. 
The fabric wrinkles. Have you ever wondered why a 

busy individual will often sacrifice on style to get "service
able fabriC"? A serviceable fabric provides comfort 
throughout the day in a variety of temperatures, looks 
crisp and new after years ofwear-without shine or sag in 
seat or elbows-wrinkles little. ifany. and has the ability 
to begin service again without touch-ups after a brief rest 
overnight. Ifyour sewing time is limited. get smart about 
fabrics by learning to avoid mistakes that cause disap
pointment in performance. Polyesters are not first 
choices. Look for non-wrinkle weaves in wool or silk. 

Begin your fabric search with these few examples. 
expanding your knowledge with each discovery. Forfrrst 
project. forget plaids. stripes and fabric with naps
eliminating velvets. corduroys. or any fabric with a one
way direction. 

No amount ofcareful construction can right the initial 
error in fabric choice. Thke your time. Enjoy the process. 
Buy something you love and from which you will reap 
years of pleasure. 
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What Is Interfacing? 


INTERFACING IS AN EXTRA LAYER of special fabric used 
to provide shape and give character to specific areas of 

the garment such as collars and cuffs. Interfacing also 
gives protection in areas of stress such as necklines. 

Interfacing comes in two categories: fusible and sew
in. Modern sewers love fusibles because they save time. 
Show the sales clerk your pattern and fabriC and ask for 
help in choosing a lightweight fusible interfacing. You 
can always add another layer if you decide you want 
more stiffness. Purchase a yard of lightweight sew-in 
interfacing as well. 

In rare instances, a fabric will not be fusible com
patIble. Always try a sample offuSible interfacing on a 
scrap of the fashion fabric before you commit yourself to 
a fusible. Ifyou detect any bubbles on the fashion fabric 
in the fused sample, do not use a fusible and proceed 
with a non-fusible (sew-in). To use a sew-in interfacIng, 
the glue technique is almost as fast as fusing. Place dots 
ofSlomon's SOBO glue I" apart within the seam allow
ance on the wrong side of the fabric. Place sew-in inter
facing flat against the glue dots (1). The garment piece is 
now interfaced and is treated as one piece..... 
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~ What Is Interfacing? 
BEFORE USING A FUSIBLE INTERFACING on garment pieces, 
deteIUline the side upon which the glue has been applied. 
Mark the glue side with a fabric marker or chalk. After 
cutting out interlacing pieces. indicate the glue side with 
an X on every piece. Glue side goes against wrong side of 
fabric (2). This will eliminate fusing the interlacing to the 
iron. If you do make a mistake in fusing. clean iron with 
an iron-cleaner before continuing; glue residue can stain 
your fabriC. 

For best results, use this method for fusing. Cover fabric 
and interfacing with a damp presscloth or spray 
presscloth with water. With iron on a medium-high steam 
setting. hold iron in one place for about 10 seconds. Do 
not push the iron around; this stretches the interlacing. 
causing it to become unglued in time. 

USE A PRES8-AND-LIFT MOTION. Iron temperature may 
need to be lowered slightly for some fabrics. You can deter
mine this from the sample. Most fabrics need a fairly hot 
iron for good adhesion. If the gaIUlent will be put in the 
dryer or dry cleaned, one last step is necessary for long
lasting results: Repeat the press-and-lift motion with 
steam and a damp presscloth from the right side of the 
fabric as well. • 

continuedfrom prelJious page 
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Your FirstPaNern 


As YOU PERUSE the pattern books. keep in mind that 
the fewer pieces a pattern has, the easier it is. Choose 

a pattern with a minimum number of pattern pieces. 
Cut-on sleeves (dolman) or sleeves joined at an angle 
(raglan) are not only easier to sew. but easier to fit than 
set-in sleeves. Collarless styles are easier than those with 
collars. patch pockets easier than welt pockets, and pull
on styles easier than those with zippers or buttons. 

To make your first project more enjoyable, avoid zip
pers. buttonholes, set-in sleeves. and lapels. Pull-on tops 
and elasticized waists are easy to sew and fit. Simple styl
ing in great. drapey fabrics will always be a success. In 
time. all of these details will be on your menu. but for 
right now confine yourself to something easy which will 
build both your skills and your confidence. 

BEFORE YOU BUY A PATTERN. there are a few things you 
must know. For starters, pattern sizes do not relate to 
ready-to-wear sizes at all. Th determine pattern size, 
measurements must be taken. These can be taken right 
in the fabric store. Ask a clerk to borrow a tape measure. 
Ideally. measurements are taken in underwear or over a 
leotard. If a restroom is available. take upper chest. bust 
and hip measurements over your underwear; if not. take 
measurements in the store over your clothes. Measure

ments are always taken snugly. allowing no ease. Ifyou 
are taking measurements over a full skirt or sweater. at 
least an inch should be subtracted to compensate for the 
bulk of your clothing. 

PATTERNS FALL INTO TWO CATEGORIES: European and 
American. Burda. Style. and New Look are European 
patterns. Their sizing runs true to measurement. Stretch 
and Sew, Kwik Sew. and Folkwear are American patterns 
which also run true to measurement. Patterns from the 
above companies are purchased by full bust measure
ment for a top and hip measurement fora bottom. 

American patterns-McCalls, Simplicity, Butterick, 
and Vogue-run slightly larger in the area from the arm
hole to the neck (upper chest) than the ones previously 
mentioned. If you purchase patterns from these com
panies by the "full" bust measurement you will end up 
with far too much fabric above the armholes in the up
per chest area, resulting in an unflattering. frumpy look. 
Therefore. when using patterns from these companies, 
match up your upper chest measurement to the bust 
measurement on the pattern size chart. This measure
ment is taken high under the arm and flat across the 
upper chest. Choosing the pattern in this manner gives 
a good fit in the upper chest, neck and armhole areas ..... 
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+- Your First Pallern 
A garment which is too large in the upper chest is 

impossible to correct without taking it apart and totally 
re-cutting. A garment can easily be taken in or let out at 
the side seam from the armhole to the hem. 

In the back of the pattern book you will find a chart for 
determining pattern size. Jfyour measurement falls be
tween sizes. use the larger size ifyou are full-busted. and 
the smaller size ifyou are small-busted. 

FOR ALL PATTERN COMPANIES. if you are purchasing a 
pattern for a bottom (skirt. shorts. or pants) buy the 
pattern size which corresponds to your hip measure
ment. Unless you are in perfect proportion. the waist size 
indicated on the same pattern will not be the same as 
your waist. Do not worry about this, since garment waist 
can be made larger by letting out or eliminating darts or 
made smaller by increasing dart size or adding additional 
darts. Waistband must be measured as well! 

Ifyour pattern features both a top and a bottom and you 
plan to make both, choose the pattern which corresponds 
to your upper body measurements. Simple adjustments 
can be made at the side seams to make the bottom fit. 
Otherwise 90 percent of the people who sew would have 
to buy two patterns. on for the top and one for the bottom. 

Ifyou are 5'5" or under and are interested in a pattern 
which is described as "very loose fitting," purchase the 
pattern one size smaller than the size which corresponds 
to your measurements. This will scale down some of the 
fullness. creating a better proportion for the shorter 
figure.• 
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PaHerns for Children 


HILDREN'S PATTERN SIZES correspond fairly closely toCready-to-wear sizes. Take a snug measurement ofthe 
child's chest. Match to sizes in pattern catalog. For 
American patterns, if the child has a slight build, buy 
one pattern size smaller. If the child has a stocky or 
heavy build, buy one size larger. 

NOT ALL CHILDREN fit a standard size. For example, a tall. 
thin child may wear a large size in ready-to-wear just to 
get the necessary length. In this case a smaller size pat
tern, altered for length, would fit such a child's small 
frame better. A chubby child may need a larger-sized pat
tern scaled down in length. lake child's measurements 
before pattern shopping. 

Ifyou are sewing with an American pattern and your 
child has a little fanny, try cutting four fronts rather than 
two fronts and backs. 

CHOOSE SOFT. FLExmLE FABRICS which are pre-shrunk 
and color-fast. Be careful not to make elastic too tight. 
Children, like adults, won't wear uncomfortable clothes. 
If you like European styling, don't overlook Burda 
children's patterns. Styling is top-notch. Don't forget to 
add seam allowances (see page 53). 

INFANTS - For babies who are not yet walking. 

Size Newborn Small Medum Large 


Weight (pounds) 14 15-20 21·26 27-32 
Height (inches) 24 24%-28 28~-32 321,6-36 

TODDLERS - Measure around breast. Toddler patterns are 
designed for a figure between a baby and a child. Dresses 
are shorter than the child's dress and panes have a diaper 
allowance. Measurements are given in laches. 

Size 1 2 3 4 

Breast 
Waist 
Finished dress length 
Approx. heights 

19 
19 
14 
28 

20 
19% 
15 
31 

21 
20 
16 
34 

22 
~Ol/z 

17 
37 

23 
21 
18 
40 

CHILDREN 
Size 2 3 4 5 6 6X 

Breast 21 22 23 !4 25 25% 
Waist 20 20% 21 2l 1/z 22 22% 
Hip 24 25 26 26% 
Back waist length 8% 9 91/z to lO'/z 1O%, 
Approx. heights 35 38 41 44 47 48 
Finished Dress Length 18 19 20 ~2 24 25 • 
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Why Pre-Shrink? 


HY BOTHER WITH PRE-SHRINKING-eSpecially whenWyou are excited about the fabric and you want to sew 
right now? Ifyou don't pre-shrink fabric, you must treat 
washable fabrics like delicates: no hot water, no dryer. 
Shrinkage under these conditions is minimal. 

Although manufacturers say to allow for less than one 
percent shrinkage, fabric often shrinks much more. This 
problem occurs because the material stretches when it 
is wrapped around the fabric bolt. To avoid unexpected 
shrinkage in a garment, the fabric must be relaxed 
before the pattern layout is made. 

FOR COTTONS AND WASHABLE FABRICS, the relaxing pro
cess is simpIe: treat the fabric as you would the finished 
garment. If the garment is going to be machine-washed, 
then you should wash it with a little detergent at the cor
rect water temperature (listed on the end of the fabric 
bolt). 

Cotton knits need to be washed and dried twice, 
because shrinkage continues through several washings. 

Many fabrics today are stable. with little shrinkage. 
But regardless how little, some shrinkage does occur. If 
the fabric has not been pre-shrunk. the seams will 
sometimes pucker a little after the first washing, and this 
is often impossible to press out. 

Pre-shrinking also removes the fabric finish put in at 
the mill. If the fabriC finish is not removed before sewing. 
skipped stitches often result. Sometimes after the finish 
is removed, the fabric will appear limp and lifeless. But 
wouldn't you rather know this about the fabric before 
you spend time constructing a garment? 

MAKE IT EASY ON YOURSELF. 'freat the fabric the way you 
plan to treat the finished garment. Ifyou plan to use the 
washing machine. use the same cycle and detergent you 
will be using later. 

For best results, pre-shrink interfacings in this man
ner: Fill a basin with warm water. Thoroughly wet inter
facing. Squeeze out excess water. Do not wring; this will 
stretch the interfacing off grain. Hang interfacing and 
allow to dry naturally. 

A DRY CLEANER CAN PRE-SHRINK dry-cleanable fabric for 
you. This service is inexpensive and worthwhile. 

Do I always pre-shrink fabric? No. I get excited about 
fabric just like you. Sometimes I just can't wait! • 
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Multi-Sized PaHerns 


IF BODIES WERE IN EXACT PROPORTION. no alteration 
would ever be made on a pattern. Fitting into a perfect 

size top and bottom is extremely rare. Most people are 
one size on top and one to two sizes larger on the bottom. 
Altering the pattern before you cut out saves both time 
and frustration later. 

Multi-sized patterns make pattern alterations a snap. 
If a pattern is mUlti-sized. this fact is usually indicated 
on the outside of the pattern envelope. In addition, multi
sized patterns are obvious once the pattern pieces are 
lying flat. Three or more outside edges are marked on the 
tissue pieces. 

To determine which line to use. refer to the measure
ment chart on the backside of the pattern envelope or 
inside on the layout sheet. Find the measurement closest 
to your bust measurement and circle it along the line 
which indicates bust. Repeat the process for waist and 
hip. It is not inconceivable that each of your measure
ments falls into a different size. No problem. On a piece 
of paper. make a note of what size your measurement 
falls in each category-bust. waist and hip. For example, 
you may measure a size 10 in the bust. size 14 at the 
waist and Size 12 at the hip. 

PREPARE THE PATTERN AS FOLLOWS. using a colored felt 
tip marker. At the bottom of the front and back bodice. 
trace along the size which corresponds to your back 
waist measurement. If garment extends beyond waist. 
lengthen or shorten backwaist length above the waist
line. Usually. a lengthen/shorten line is illdicated on the 
pattern. Begin at the neckline, shoulderand bust area. 
tracing over the pattern size indicated by your bust 
measurement. Begin crossing over to the Tlext size about 
2" down from the bottom ofthe armhole. Aim for the size 
your measurement falls under at the waist. Stop tracing 
at the waist. Shift the action down to the bottom of the 
pattern near the skirt. jacket, blouse or pant hem. 'Irace 
over the size line which correspondei to your hip 
measurement.1tace this line from the hem to the hip (7" 
to 10" away from the waistline depending on how far 
down the widest spot your hip measures flOm the waist). 
At the hip begin crossing over to connect to the size line 
indicated by your waist. If you have a tumoy. don't cross 
over to waistline size until2~" from the Wlist at the side 
seam..... 
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+- Multi·Sized Patterns continuedJrom pre;tous page 
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AFTER TRACING THE MAIN PATTERN PIEces in this 
manner, continue with the smaller pieces. The armhole 
of the sleeve will correspond to the size trac ed on the 
armhole of the bodice. 

If your multi-size pattern comes from Simplicity. 
McCalls. Vogue or Butterick. you might want to trace one 
pattern size smaller in the front upper chest area. 
specifically on the front bodice armhole and flOnt sleeve 
cap. the area from shoulder dot to underarm marked by 
one notch on the sleeve. These patterns tend to run large 
in the upper chest and will fit better using this method. 

Mter all lines have been traced, cut pattern along these 
lines. Compare desired length to garmell1 finished 
length as indicated on the back of the pattern envelope. 
Shorten or lengthen pattern below the hip to alter. 
Usually a lengthen/shorten line is indicated on pattern. 
Smooth out cutting line on side seam. You will now be 
"cutting to fit." Proceed with lay-out instructJons ...... 
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~ Multi-Sized Patterns 	 continuedfrom previous page 

Sized Closest to 
Your Measurement Your Measurement 

Bust-Full Bust 	 Example: 35 12 
You: ___ 

Waist 	 Example: 29 14 

You: ___ 


Back Waist Length Example: 16 IJ,." (lengthen or shorten above 
You: ___ waist front and back) 

Garment Length Example: (lengthen or shorten 
below waist) 

European sizes are listed on top; American sizes are right underneath: 

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 
8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 extra large sizes 

168 
66IJ4 

80 84 88 92 96 100 104 110 116 122 128 134 140 
3P,6 33 34% 36I£. 37% 391,6 41 43lk 45% 48 501,6 52% 55% 
64 66 70 74 78 82 86 92 98 104 110 116 122 
25%, 26 27% 29% 30% 32lk 34 36 1/4 38% 41 43lk 45% 48 
88 90 94 98 102 106 110 115 120 125 130 136 142 
34% 35~ 37 38% 40I£. 41% 43lk 45I£. 47 I£. 49I£. 51% 53lk 56 
40 40.5 41 41.5 42 42.5 43 43.5 44 44.5 45 45.5 46 
15% 16 16I£. 16I£. 16lk 16% 17 17% 17I£. 17lk 17% 18 18% 
Note for Burda Patterns: instructions within the pattern are supplied in three languages: German, 

French and English. • 
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SEWING IS LIKE any other hobby: equipment and sup
plies are needed before you can play the game. 

Think of purchasing a sewing machine like you would 
think ofpurchasing a car: you will have it for a long time. 
you want reliability and good service. Thke advantage of 
the free lessons offered when you purchase the machine. 
These lessons will give you confidence and build a 
relationship with someone you can take your sewing 

questions to. Mail-order sewing machines are not a good 
idea. Most dealers will not service these machines, you 
have no recourse if something goes wrong. and you will 
not learn to use the machine to its full potential. 

If you cannot afford a new machine. a used European 
machine-Bemina. Elna. Pfaff or Viking-w1ll give you 
good service. Ifthis hobby turns into a passion. you can 
always upgrade.• 
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GeHinga Good Fi. 


IF YOUR PATTERN IS Nor MULTI-SIZE, locate the pattern 
size you purchased on the chart below. Circle with a 

felt-tipped pen. You will quickly realize that ifyou make 
this pattern "as is," it is not going to fit in certain areas. 
You are not alone. All sewers need pattern adjustments. 

Pattern adjustments are easy; they are made at the side 
seams. Alterations are not made at Center Front or 
Center Back because neckline and shoulder width would 
be affected. Consider pattern alterations an insurance 
policy to insure proper fitting. Clothes you love are 
clothes which fit! 

Pattern Company Size and Measurement Chart 
Size 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
Bust 301h 3Ph 32V2 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 
Waist 23 24 25 26V2 28 30 32 34 37 39 
Hip 32lh 331h 34V2 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 
BackWaistLength 151h 15% 16 16lA 16V2 16% 17 17% 17V2 17'4 

On the chart below. an example is supplied for figuring alterations. Fill in the chart to determine your own alteration. 
Column I Column II Column III Column IV 

Measurements Your Difference- Thtal 
from purchased measurements Thtal Alterations.;.-4 

pattern Alterations (Amount added t~ 
each side 

Full Bust Example 32~ 33~ +1 +%, 
Your Bust 
Waist Example 25 28 +3 +% 
YourWatst 
Hip Example 34% 38% +4 +1 

Your Hip .....
--..-~ 
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+- Ge"ln9 a Good Fit 
Column I: Fill in the pattern measurements for the size 

pattern you bought. 

Column n: Fill in your measurements. Bust measure

ment indicates your "full" bust. 

Column In: Fill in the difference between you and this 

pattern, calculated by subtracting Column I from Column 

II. 
Column IV: Fill in the amount added to each area at side 
seam, calculated by dividing Column III by 4. 

Occasionally, an individual has a measurement smaller 
than the pattern. If this is the case, the difference between 
the pattern and you is in the minus range. Divide by four 
and subtract this amount in the appropriate area. 

Make alterations at side seams. A curved ruler is 
helpful in making adjustments. Sometimes it is 
necessary to tape additional tissue on pattern at the side 
seams to accommodate pattern adjustments. 

Ifan alteration is necessary at the bust, make a corres
ponding alteration on the sleeve so that the sleeve and 
bodice will fit together. The sleeve alteration can be 
tapered to the elbow so that the sleeve will not end up too 
wide at the wrist. 

All adjustments for the hip are made from the full hip 
to the hem at the side seam. Connect the full hip addition 
to the original waistline or the waist addition with the aid 
of the curved ruler. 

If taking backwaist length measurement presents a 
problem, try the trial-and-error method. Ifa ready-to-wear 
garment is usually short-waisted, add an inch to the pat
tern; if usually long-waisted, subtract an inch. Mter your 
first test garment, refine these figures and come up with 
a standard adjustment that works for you. 

The best thing about figuring alterations in this way is 
that you only have to do it once. As long as you continue 

conttnuedfrom previous page 
to use the same pattern size, make the same adjustments 
even ifthe style is a full style. Ifyou decide to remove some 
of the fullness later, feel free to do so. Always make the 
same alterations and you have the freedom to decide on 
the look you want. A uniform amount ofease results in a 
style that works. Mter machine-basting (long stitch) the 
garment at the side seams, try the garment on. If you 
wear shoulderpads, slip them into garment before fitting. 
At this time, decide where to nip in the garment a little or 
perhaps sew the whole seam deeper for a cl(Jser fit .• 
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CuHingOu' 


HOME FROM THE FABRIC STORE. you are undoubtedly 
excited about starting your first pattern project. Read 

"Why Pre-shrink?" on page 43. Fabric can be processed 
while you work on the pattern. 

Startout by slipping everything out ofthe pattern enve
lope. Look at the picture on the front ofthe pattern; decide 
what view you want to make. Patterns often give options 
ofdifferent collars and different sleeves for different views. 
Looking at the guide sheet, find the section marked 
"layout." Find the layout for view you are interested in 
making. 1\voor three layouts for your view will be shown 
depending on fabric width. Locate the layout for your 
fabric width, and circle it. Fabrics come in three common 
widths: 33-36"; 44-45"; and 58-60". 

Unfold pattern tissue sheets. Determine from the lay
out you are using which pattern pieces will be needed. 
Often the view is marked on the pattern piece as well. 
Separate the pattern pieces you need from those you do 
not. Put the unneeded pieces back in the pattern enve
lope. Refer to "Getting a Good Fit." page 48. and "Multi
size Patterns," page 44, before processing the next step. 

Take a good look at your fabric on both sides. Do you 
prefer one to the other? Many fabrics look the same on 
both sides, while others have obvious or subtle differ
ences. As you look at your fabriC, you will notice two 

parallel sides are finished and will not ravel. These paral
lel finished sides on fabric are called selvages. which indi
cate "length of grain," the strongest direction of the 
fabriC. The remaining two sides are the cutedges orcross
wise grain. To determine the width ofthe fabric, measure 
across one entire cut edge from selvage to selvage. 

Fold the fabriC as indicated on your layout with wrong 
sides together. The most common layout is created by 
folding the fabric lengthwise with the two selvages on one 
side and a fabriC fold on the other. Other layouts are some
timessuggestedfor themosteconomicaluseofthefabric. 

Move the major pattern pieces onto the fabric. Al
though the pattern piece tells you many things. at this 
stage you are primarily interested in the grainline and the 
number oftimes to cut the piece. The grainline ofthe pat
tern piece is always parallel or runs in the same direction 
as the selvages (the finished sides ofthe fabric). Consult 
your suggested layout and see ifany ofthe pattern pieces 
are placed on the fold. This will be indicated on the pat· 
tern piece as well. Often the center front of a garment is 
cut on the fold. Pin any piece which says "cut on fold" 
along the fold of the fabriC. Anchor the pattern piece to 
the fabric in all corners and every 3'L4" inbetween. Get 
in the habit ofpinning fairly close (%" to %") to the edge 
of the pattern. If you look at other pattern pieces you ~ 
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+- CullingOul 
will notice that all pieces are marked with a grainline. To 
cut on grain means to line up each piece so that the grain
line is parallel to the selvage. Cutting on grain helps the 
finished garment to keep its shape. 

Consult "layout" for approximate placement of each 
pattern piece on the fabric. Remember that the grainline 
on the pattern is parallel to the selvages of the fabric. 
Anchor the pattern with one pin at one end of the grain
line arrow. Using a ruler, measure the distance from the 
end of the grainline arrow to the selvage. Slide ruler in the 
direction of the other end of the grainl1ne arrow. Pivot pat
tern piece so that the distance from one end of the grain
line arrow is equal to the distance from the opposite end 
of the grainline arrow. Place the second pin at the oppo
site end of the grainline. Anchor pattern to fabric by pin
ning at all corners and 3'~4" in between. 

Since most layouts call for cutting through folded 
fabric, any pattern piece which is cut will result in two cut 
pieces, one for the left and one for the right side of the 
body. If the piece was cut on the fold, the result will be a 
piece double the size of the pattern piece. Ifany pattern 
piece says "cut four" such as a sleeve cuff. cut the pattern 
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continuedfrom previous page 

piece a second time through double fabric. 
Th cut. use sharp shears, using one hand toanchor the 

pattern to the fabric and one hand to use the shears. On 
every pattern except Burda. the bold dark tine which 
outlines the shape ofthe pattern piece indicates the cut
ting line. Cut out garment by cutting fabric and pattern 
to the inside edge of the pattern cutting line. Cutso that 
the bold cutting line disappears. Cutting to the outside 
edge of the bold cutting line results in gannent fabric 
pieces which will not go together smoothly. 

If you are using a Burda pattern, follow the same in
structions for layout except space pattern pieces far 
enough apart so that seam allowances (%") and hem 
allowances (l~") can be added. To add seam allowances. 
merely measure %" from outside pattern edge. Mark with 
chalk. To add hem allowance, measure 1~" away from 
bottom edge ofskirt, pants. jacket. etc. Mark with chalk. 
Instead ofcutting along the bold cutting line as indicated 
on the other patterns, cut Burda patterns on the chalk 
lines along the outside edges ofpattern pieces, Although 
this may seem like a bit ofa hassle, Burda's excellent fit 
and styling are worth the extra effort. • 
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PallemMarkings 


SEWING IS SIMILAR to putting together a puzzle, only 
easier since each pattern piece gives you hints. After 

cuttIng out the garment, the next step is to transfer the 
hints given on the pattern to the wrong side of the fabric. 

Along the edge of the pattern you will see small tri
angles (actually diamonds), which indicate where two 
pieces are joined. Next you will notice dots, arrows, small 
squares and broken lines. These markings indicate sew
ing construction (see page 41). After these are transfer
red from the pattern to the fabric, the instruction sheet 
included in the pattern will tell you what to do. 

Perhaps the easiest marking method is a traCing car
bon and a tracing wheel, which work on the same prin
ciple as a typewriter: pressure on carbon transfers the 
mark to another surface. Caution: use special dress
maker's tracing paper only, please! Since most pattern 
pieces were cut through double fabriC, markings can be 
tranferred to both pieces at once by the following 
method. 

Un-pin the pattern only in an area small enough to slip 
in the tracing paper. Since you probably folded the fabric 
right sides out before pinning on the pattern. the wrong 
sides ofthe fabric are facing each other. Place two pieces 
ofdressmaker's tracing paper. back to back, with colored 
sides out. Slip these two pIeces between the two layers of 

fabric; the shiny side ofthe tracing paper faces the wrong 
side ofthe fabric. To prevent the pattern tissue from tear
ing as you run the wheel over the marks, cover the tissue 
with a thin layer of plastIc, such as a plastic bag. A ruler 
can be helpful when tracing darts and pleats (1). 

If the tracing paper is not showing clearly on your 
fabric, you may need to switch to an alternative method 
ofmarking with chalk. Remove the tracing paper. Place 
pins through pattern and fabric, standing up perpen
dicular to the pattern. Un-pin pattern enough to allow 
you to carefully fold back the pattern and one layer of 
fabric to expose pin. Mark with chalk the placement of 
the pin on the wrong side ofboth fabrics. (2) Air-erasable 
pens are great for marking pockets and buttonholes onto 
the right side ofthe fabric. Marks disappear in 48 hours. 

How important are the dots and squares on the pat
tern? Not important if you don't mind frustration. 
1tansfer anything from the pattern which will make con
struction easier. Some people even transfer the seam 
lines, not a bad idea for a first project; later )'Ou will know 
where the seamlines are. 

I find small adhesive dots a terrific aid in construction, 
because they are so easy to see. Before un-pinning the 
pattern from the fabric, wherever you see a dot, square 
or notch, place an adhesive dot near the seam allow- .... 
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+-- Pattern Markings continuedfrom previous page 

ance on the wrong side of the fabric on each cut piece. If Word ofcaution: pattern markings are always made on 
the pattern marking is a dot. draw a dot; a square. draw the "wrong" side of the fabriC. Make sure you've correct
a square; a notch. draw a notch. If the notches are ly identified the wrong side before you begin the marking 
numbered. write the number on the adhesive dot (3). process.• 

~ 
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Sewing with Knits 


IF YOU DON'T LIKE TO IRON. cotton knits make a great 
alternative to cottons and linens. Thrning out a knit top 

in less than two hours is not difficult, but good quality 
knit fabric is a must. While an imported cotton knit or 
rayon jersey might be perfect for a wrap top or full circle 
skirt, this same fabric will be too clingy and revealing for 
simple T-shirt type patterns. Recovery is a factor which 
must also be considered. Stretch 6" of fabric on the 
crosswise and see if it returns to 6" or remains stretch
ed at W' or more. Fabric without recovery power results 
in baggy, shapeless garments after a few wearings (1). 

If you are using a cotton knit and truly want a wash
and-wear garment. buy an additional halfyard per three 

yard length. Put the fabric through washer and dryer 
cycles twice before cutting to insure against future 
shrinkage. 

For machine sewing, use a ballpoint machine needle 
deSignated by HS on the package. Cotton or polyester 
thread and a medium stitch length. Never be in a hurry 
when sewing with knits. "Fast machine &ewing causes 
the top layer to stretch," says knit expert Sue Green. 
Moderate to slow machine sewing ensures seams that 
are not stretched and wavy. If you are using a lightweight 
knit, a narrow zigzag (.5 Width) and a medium length 
stitch is preferable to a knit stitch. Knit stitches with 
their back-and-forth motion put too much thread in .... 
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+- Sewing with Knits 

d1 ® fInis hin9 1<'11if5 

continuedfrom prrvious page 

the seam, resulting in bulky seams that do lLOt lie flat. 
The optimum machine for sewing knits is the serger 

(overlock). since it builds in stretch and Simultaneously 
trims seams. Since knits do not ravel. an overl(lcked seam 
gives a nice finish to the inside of the garmeI,t. A serger 
might be a nice gift; in the meantime, a narrov zig-zag of 
medium-length stitch is quite suitable for sewing on 
knits. 

Whether using a serger or a conventional machine, 
keep the machine speed moderate to prevent stretched 
and wavy seams. If you notice that. despite your best 
efforts. your knit is stretching. try placing your finger at 
the back of the presser foot on a conventiolLal sewing 
machine or overlock to slow the fabric (2). This pressure. 
which causes slight easing on woven fabriCS. rrerely con
trols stretching on an unstable knit. 

Facings can be eliminated whenever possib:e in a knit 
to resemble ready-to-wear. Neckline and am.holes are 
finished by staystiching (a row of stitches through one 
thickness which prevents stretching) lb." from raw edge 
(3). Press under a %" seam allowance using tbe staystit
ching line as a roll line (4). Topstitch into plaee. Do not 
stretch these areas as you topstitch. This elimitLates bulk 
and the home-sewn look. 

Hems. if not done correctly. can also appear wavy and 
stretched. Finish the raw edge of the hem with an 
overlock or zigzag stitch. The hem now may be sewn by 
hand or machine. For every five hand stitches. stretch 
fabric and thread slightly and knot. • 
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Why Press? 


"youCAN SKIPLOTS OF STEPS ifyou know how to press. 
Pressing can be like basting. It can make or break 

what you're doing." So says designer Isacc Mizrahi. 
Good pressing can turn a mediocre-looking garment 

into a beautiful one if the presser knows how to handle 
her tools: the iron, a presscloth, a tailor's ham, and most 
important, the tailor's clapper, a 9/1 by 3" block ofhard
wood with rounded edges, available in most notions 

departments. Many a construction mi~take has been 
steamed and flattened into obscurity. Construction 
pressing is the pressing you do as you are making the 
garment. After a seam is sewn, press the $eam closed on 
both sides. This will get rid ofany ripples. Now press the 
seam open. Never sew across an unpressed seam. 

Never put more weight than the weigh: of the iron on 
the underside. Too much pressure on the wrong side .... 
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+- Why Press? 
of the garment leaves seam imprints on the right side. 

Before pressing on the right side ofgarment, try a sam
ple piece offabric. Ifpressing directly on the right side of 
a garment causes a shine or flattening effect, cover gar
ment with presscloth and use steam for a good press. Get 
in the habit of using a presscloth. Pressing directly on the 
right side of the garment without one should be an excep
tion rather than the rule. A well-worn dishtowel or cloth 
napkin can make a fine presscloth. 

Now FOR THE REAL FINISHING TOUCH. Most garments 
made at home lack the sharp. crisp edges of their counter
parts in the store. The industry uses 12-pound steam 
irons to achieve that look. You will use the tailor's clapper. 

1b get the maximum effect from the tailor's clapper, 
press the area to be flattened with a dampened press
cloth. Holding the iron in your right hand and the clapper 

continued from previous page 
in your left, press the clapper against the fabric as you lift 
the iron off (1). Hold the clapper against the fabric for 
about five seconds. to hold in steam and Gatten the 
surface. 

Use the clapper on pockets, collars. tab fronts, waist
bands. lapels-virtually any area ofdetail. But neveruse 
a clapper on seams because it will bring out an imprint 
on the seam allowance. 

Areas that need shaping, such as collars, bust and 
sleeve caps, should be pressed over a tailor's ham. also ob
tainable in notions departments. Pressing on tlle ham re
tains the shape ofcurved and three-dimensional details 
(2). 

When pressing up a hem, cushion the garment against 
an imprint of the hem by slipping an envelope between 
the garment and the hem, as the hem is pressed on the 
wrong side of the garment (3). • 
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